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Power Distribution Systems have a great and critical importance in our life due to their 
applicability in daily life. One essential concern is how to ensure the best achievable 
performance for these systems in order to provide the users with the acceptable level of 
service quality. These systems suffer from common phenomena known as harmonic 
distortion, which in turns badly affects system efficiency. It also causes faults, reduction 
in the system service life, increases in system loss, reduction in the power factor and 
effectiveness of the electric consumption use, and increase in the economic loss.  
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the effect of electrical loading for different types of 
loads on the total harmonic distortion along a low voltage feeder. The module of the 
power distribution system was simulated using the MATLAB/SIMULINK program. An 
Active Filter was implemented in order to reduce the harmonic effect. Different cases and 
conditions were considered and investigated. Laboratory experiments were also 
performed in order to estimate the real performance. They also showed that increasing the 
non-linear loads change the level of THD but the new level depends on load module type. 
The effectiveness of the proposed active filter module in reducing the harmonics was also 






الرسالة ملخص      
 :  بندر سليمان الشريف     الكامل االسم
 المنخفضة الفولتية مغذيات في التوافقيات على الكهربائية األحمال أثر تقيم:      الرسالة عنوان
 : هندسة كهربائية     التخصص
2016 مايو:    العلمية الدرجة تاريخ  
 
 
ائي لها تأثير مهم في حياتنا بسبب تطبيقاتها اليومية. ومن االمور المهمة في االنظمة الكهربائية  أنظمة التوزيع الكهرب
الحصول على أفضل مستوى من االداء لهذه األنظمة في سبيل تقديم خدمة ذات جودة للمستخدمين. بيد أن هذه األنظمة 
ائها مثل التوافقيات والتي تؤدي الى فشل قد تكون عرضة لمجموعة من الظواهر ذات التأثيرات السيئة على أد
المنظومة أو تقليل العمر التشغيلي لها، أو زيادة الضياعات الكهربائية، أو تقليل معامل القدرة، وبالتالي زيادة الخسائر 
 المالية. 
فقيات في مغذيات على التوا ألنواع مختلفه من األحمال أثر األحمال الكهربائية بحثإن الهدف من هذه الرسالة هو  
. كما تم تطبيق MATLAB/SIMULINKهربائي باستخدام برنامج كالفولتية المنخفضة. تم تمثيل نموذج التوزيع ال
مرشح نشط لتقليل تأثير التوافقيات. وتم دراسة وبحث مجموعة مختلفة من الحاالت.  كذلك تم االستعانة بالتجارب 
. أظهرت الدراسة أن تاثر زيادة األحمال غير الخطية سوف يؤثر على للنظام العملية  في المختبر لتقيم األداء العملي
. إما زيادة أو نقصانا   مستوى تشوه الموجه الكهربائية، ولكن المستوى الجديد سوف يعتمد على طبيعة الحمل ونوعه
 .   على نوع من األحمال قليل هذه التوافقياتوفي النهاية تم التأكد من فعالية المرشح النشط في ت
 
مالعلو في الماجستير رجةد  
والمعادن للبترول فهد الملك جامعة  
ديةالسعو العربية المملكة الظهران  
2016 مايو  
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1. CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1   Background 
Ideally, a power distribution system must offer perfect sinusoidal waveform voltage for 
customers. In practice, this is difficult to achieve where there is always a difference 
among the actual and measured waveforms of both the current and voltage. This 
waveform distortion may result from faults, nonlinear load, switching and other factors. 
Nonlinear loads generate harmonics [1].  
In practice, the increasing deployment of nonlinear loads negatively affects both the 
stability and reliability of power systems. Such loads draw nonlinear currents from power 
systems, where these currents distort the voltage waveform and have effects on the whole 
system [2]-[3]. Harmonics are defined as sinusoids that have frequencies equal to the 
fundamental power system frequency multiplied by an integer [4]. The harmonics 
propagate through distribution and transmission system. The increase in nonlinear loads 
results in high level of harmonics. The harmonics have a negative impact on quality of 
both voltage and current [1]. 
The distortion in the voltage waveform has a major effect on the equipment connected to 
the systems. Harmonics also cause a reduction in the efficiency of these systems and their 
equipment. This in turn causes faults, reduction in the system service life, increase in the 
system loss, reduction in the power factor and effectiveness of the electric consumption 
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use and increase in the economic loss [2]-[5]. Therefore, efficient harmonic detection, 
measurement and cancellation methods must be proposed [4]. 
The main two solutions for the problem of these harmonics are decreasing the load’s 
harmonic excitation, and adjusting the impedances of the network to shift, eliminate or 
damp the resonance. Particularly, there is no sufficient solution for the generation of 
harmonics by the aggregate load on feeders. These harmonics still have enough 
magnitude to produce resonance excitation. This problem increases mainly with the 
presence of highline impedances, as in distribution systems with low voltage and with 
adding shunt capacitors for the compensation of reactive power. Both the line inductance 
and shunt capacitors result in an increase in the harmonic voltages across specific range 
of frequencies. This problem is influenced by the variable loads nature [6]-[7]. 
1.2     Problem Statement 
In practice, the continuing use of nonlinear loads in power distribution systems generates 
harmonic voltage distortion that causes harmonic pollution. This in turn causes various 
problems in these systems. These problems range from errors during the execution of 
protection equipment to physical damage in the loads and components of these systems. 
Therefore, these harmonics must be eliminated or at least minimized.  
Generally, standard emission limits are defined for electrical equipment to ensure having 
low voltage distortion levels. These limits are defined based on conducting either 
measurements or simulations with considering harmonics in this equipment. Although 
conducting simulations using specific software programs is cheaper and easier than 
performing measurements and experiments, the design processes and parameters differ 
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among networks. This in turn increases the need to perform numerous simulations. 
Another problem is that there is a need to find unknown parameters or ignore others. 
1.3    Thesis Motivation 
The main motivation of this work is the growing need for more investigation and analysis 
concerning the harmonic propagation and its impact on the design of distribution 
systems. This increases due to the continuous deployment and growth of nonlinear loads. 
Another motivation is the use of various electrical appliances in networks with low 
voltage. This affects both the level and amount of the produced harmonic pollution. 
Harmonic existence causes various problems in networks, such as damages in appliances 
and devices, capacitors destruction and insupportable voltage distortion levels. 
There is a wide need to focus on issues concerning the levels of harmonic distortion in 
networks, because the increase in these levels results in various problems in network 
operations, as the decrease in the network electrical voltage quality and poor quality of 
power because of the harmonic distortions that decrease the lifetime of network elements.  
From the literature, it was observed that harmonic distortions have critical effects on the 
efficiency and performance of power distribution systems. Therefore, this research 
estimates and investigates the effect of electrical loading, and change of different 
connected load sequence on the harmonic distortion in a power distribution system and 
the efficiency of using an active filter to reduce such harmonic distortions.  
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1.4  Thesis Objectives 
The main aim of this research is to investigate and estimate the electrical loading, change 
of sequence of connected loads, harmonic cancelation, and firing angle change of 
controlled rectifier effect on the harmonic emissions along the low voltage feeders. The 
following objectives must be met to achieve this aim: 
 Implement a system module in power quality laboratory and simulation program.  
 Perform various laboratory and simulation tests on the module for various 
operating modes to achieve a detailed understanding concerning the effect of 
loading for different type of load on harmonic emissions in the network  
 Verify the outcomes from simulation part by using the laboratory equipment (DC 
drive, DC motor, mechanical load, measurement devices and active filter). 
 Study how the harmonic emissions are affected along the Low Voltage feeders. 
 Implement active filter that would lead to the minimization of the harmonic 
emissions effects on the low voltage networks for both laboratory and simulation 
part. 
 
1.5   Thesis Methodology 
This section presents the research methodology that was followed in simulating the 
Power Distribution System (PDS) in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. Four main 





 Building MATLAB module for PDS. 
 Building Arc, controlled rectifier, Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) and diode 
rectifier load MATLAB module. 
Task two: 
 Investigate the effect of electrical loading on THD for different load types. 
 Investigate harmonic cancelation using the previous load modules during running 
different type of loads in the same time. 
 Study the effect of sequence change of different connected loads on THD.  
 Investigate the effect of firing angle change of controlled rectifier connected to a 
DC motor load on THD 
Task three: 
 Investigate the effectiveness of Active Filter in reducing the THD for a Diode 
rectifier load. 
Task four: 
 Build the laboratory prototype of DC drive and study the effect of loading and 
firing angle change on THD values. 
Task five: 
 Highlighting the main findings and recommendations. 
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1.6  Thesis Breakdown 
To achieve the above objectives, the presented thesis is organized in six chapters in 
additions to the list of references and appendixes. The chapters are organized as follows: 
 Chapter One is titled "Introduction." It demonstrates the main purposes, 
statement of problem, and contains some background information as well as 
introduces summary of each chapter. 
 Chapter Two is titled "Literature Review." It includes a review concerning 
relevant published works. The review includes summaries of conducted 
methodologies, performed stages, obtained results, and limitations. 
 Chapter Three is titled "Effect of Load Varying and Sequence Change on THD 
Value." It presents the implemented system module with all the conducted 
simulations are explored in details 
 Chapter Four is titled "Power Quality Improvement using Shunt Active Power 
Filter." This chapter presents the implementation of SAPF for Diode rectifier 
connected load with a DC motor. 
 Chapter Five is titled "Laboratory Implementation, Results and Analysis". In 
this chapter, the obtained results during laboratory experiments are illustrated, 
discussed and evaluated. 
 Chapter Six is titled "Conclusion and Future Works." In this chapter, a summary 
about the work and the results are presented. The chapter also introduces 
recommendations that might be used in the studying and improvement of the 
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system and several of the upcoming enhancements that can be done in order to 
develop this thesis.        
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2. CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter offers a general overview concerning power distribution systems and the 
effect of nonlinear loads on their efficiency. Furthermore, it demonstrates some of the 
related works that focused on analyzing the impact of harmonics on these systems and 
their power quality, and shows some of the suggested solutions in this field.  In addition, 
it reviews the most commonly applied standards for harmonics in power distribution 
systems. 
2.1   Overview 
Research works in the field of power distribution systems in the last two decades 
presented the importance of enhancing the power quality for both energy providers and 
electrical loads developers. The design of electrical loads must be based on their effects 
on the power quality. In practice, the optimization of voltage waveform through power 
distribution systems depends on defining the power system parameters, and both the 
location and performance of polluting loads based on designing loads with enhanced 
behavior [8]. 
The presence of nonlinear loads in power distribution systems is the main source of 
harmonic production. The recent improvements in power electronic technologies have 
resulted in an increase in the networks’ scale. This in turn resulted in more harmonic 
pollution problems, mainly in networks that have low voltage distribution. The effect of 
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harmonics on these networks can be divided into the following types; the impact on 
power equipment and the impact on electrical equipment [9, 10]. 
In power equipment, harmonics affect their parallel capacitors and cause damages in 
power cables. The source of harmonic resonance is considered a fixed current. The 
resonance conditions represent the combination between distributed capacitance and 
system components, such as transformer inductance. These conditions are mainly 
generated when motors and transformers of power systems are not fixed loading. [9, 10] 
Harmonics can affect various electrical equipment and appliances, such as televisions, 
lamps, computers and converters. The effect is based on the harmonics in the voltage 
waveforms of the power supply. Therefore, suitable harmonic voltage limits must be 
offered. Harmonics result in power loss in both users’ equipment and power distribution 
systems. In power systems, harmonics decreases the equipment and network efficiency 
and results in changing the distortion power among that equipment and the network. 
Therefore, these effects must be considered an investigated in any power distribution 
system [9, 10]. 
 
2.1.1  Harmonics 
Recently, the increased use of nonlinear loads resulted in a rapid development in injected 
harmonic voltages and currents into power systems. Harmonics exist in numerous power 
systems due to the saturation of loads, as cables, switching mode power supplies and 
transformers [11].A harmonic is a sinusoidal current or voltage wave, where its frequency 
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is a multiple of the fundamental frequency that is 50 or 60 Hz in a standard power 
system. It can be expressed as illustrated below, where h is an integer [12, 13].   
The waveform of harmonic distortions in turn changes the sinusoid shape. It is mainly a 
combination of harmonics, regardless of the fundamental wave complexity level [11]. 
Harmonics can be expressed also as superimposed frequency periodic components on the 
fundamental frequency waveform. In practice, harmonics in power systems are mainly 
odd integer multiples of the fundamental power frequency. Thus, the odd orders are 
considered as the most common harmonics. On the other hand, signal components, which 
are not integer multiples of the fundamental frequency can be simply faced. These 
components in turn are known as “inter-harmonics”, which are mainly encountered 
during coping with non-periodic signals [14]. An example of harmonic distortion is 
shown in the Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1 Harmonic Distortion 
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2.2.1 Total Harmonic Distortion 
Modern PDS have a large number of power electronic convertors and other non-linear 
loads. Actually, the application and the development for IEEE-519 standards and 
guidelines increased the requests for designs of current and voltage waveform interfacing 
among the electric source and rectifier loads. All periodic waveforms can be represented 
via sinusoidal waveform summation at different multiples from the fundamental 
frequency of this waveform, as illustrated in the following equations  
f(t) =  
a0
2
+ ∑ an cos (nπ
t
L



























)dt                                                (2.4) 
f(t)  Denotes the concerned function in time domain 
n denotes the index of the harmonic  
L  referred to one cycle length measured in seconds. 
Fourier transform for current or voltage waveforms can be calculated by major 
procedures. The first one is performed using the spectrum analyzer and the harmonics are 
then measured directly during online mode. The information corresponding to the phase 
angle cannot be provided by this method. The second method is performed by sampling 
the waveforms in time domain and then storing it in discrete form. Harmonic components 
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are then computed digitally via microprocessor during off line mode. The waveform 
relative magnitudes would be reduced to suitable levels that are compatible with the used 
testing components. The harmonic phase and magnitude can be calculated using Discrete 







e−j2πkn/N                                                      (2.5) 
Where;  
Fn  is defined as the fourier coefficient corresponds to the n
th harmonic.  
fk  defined as the data point corresponds to the  k
th sample. 
N  denotes the total samples number for each cycle.  
n  denotes the harmonic index.  
k  denotes the index of the data point.  
Several indices are commonly employed for the purposes of analyzing the harmonics of 
the PDS. The most widely used is the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). This index has 
two different available definitions in the literature; the first one is concerned with 
measuring the waveform harmonic content within fundamental component. The second 
one is concerned with measuring the waveform harmonic content in relation to the 
corresponding RMS value. The following two equations illustrate how the two types of 
















                                                                      (2.7) 
In  denotes the harmonics amplitudes or their RMS values. 
Actually, THDF results in more accurate measurement for the harmonics contents 
compared to THDR. THDR results large error when it is used with waveforms that contain 
high harmonics. Measurements in terms of the fundamental component are usually 
employed. 
2.2.2 Types of Harmonics 
There are two types of harmonics; namely odd and even harmonics. The dominant type in 
load current and supply voltage is the odd harmonics distortion. Its impact is mainly a 
10 % decrease or increase of the signal amplitude. Such impact is the same for the 
positive and negative halves of the sine wave. When only odd harmonics exist in the 
voltage, the positive and negative voltage wave cycles are the same. Conversely, even 
harmonics distortion is usually small and results from large converters, transformer 
stimulating. It happens only when there is the presence of a DC component. Such 
distortion causes a difference among the positive and negative half cycles of the sine 
wave [14]. 
The two main deployed indices used to measure harmonic distortion in power systems 
are the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) and Total Demand Distortion (TDD) [12, 14]. 
The THD represents the efficient value of the whole added voltage or current together in 
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comparison with the fundamental current or voltage value. It can be computed using the 













− 1                                      (2.8) 
Where:  
𝑇𝐻𝐷𝑈   denotes the current or voltage THD  
𝑈𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠   denotes the RMS fundamental current or voltage 
In practice, the definition of THD may offer a misleading value for the level of harmonic 
distortion, since the fundamental voltage and current of a distribution system do not have 
a static magnitude all the time. This is mainly true for fundamental currents of a 
distribution system that are close to zero at specific periods of the day. This in turn causes 
a large value of current THD. Thus, the TDD is deployed, where it differs from the THD 
in that the calculation of TDD compares among the measured harmonics and the 
maximum demand current. In practice, the difference among the THD and TDD is 
essential since it keeps users from being wrongly penalized for harmonics in the periods 














2.2.3 Causes and Effects of Harmonics 
Generally, harmonics result from the presence of nonlinear loads. The main reason 
behind the low power quality is electronic device proliferation. The application of a 
sinusoidal voltage to a nonlinear electrical load does not represent a sinusoidal current. 
As well, there is no proportion among the current and applied voltage. The main reason 
for the non-sinusoidal current is the change in the device impedance over a voltage cycle. 
Such loads in turn can distort the supply voltage waveform [14]. 
Harmonic voltage distortion can appear in the supply voltage of a utility system from the 
injection of harmonic current into the utility supply system from customer loads. Such 
distortion can overheat the rotating equipment and raise the winding temperature of the 
transformer, where this in turn decreases both the life span and efficiency. Harmonics 
have critical impacts on protective device operation. As well, the presence of such 
distortion in a utility system causes problems in the equipment of customers [14]. Other 
effects of harmonics are tripping circuit breakers, failure of computers, generating false 
readings, and flickering electronic displays and lighting [16]. When the distortion level in 
a supply voltage reaches 10 %, a critical reduction occurs in the equipment service life 
[17]. The equipment service life reduction was estimated at 5 %, 18 % and 32.5 % for 
transformers, three-phase machines and single-phase machines, respectively [18]    
2.2.4 Harmonic Reduction Techniques 
In practice, there are various techniques that can be deployed to reduce harmonics. To 
ensure improving the power quality, filters must be used, on connecting them at the 
sensitive load terminals. Among various types of filters, the deployment of active filters 
can offer efficient harmonic reduction via the injected voltage, using series compensation 
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and enhanced power quality [13]. The most common harmonic solutions are the drive and 
rectifier and solutions for commercial facilities. The drive and rectifier solutions have 
cheap current harmonics, available percent of impedance at various values, reduction in 
current and voltage harmonics with the use of source reactance, and less drop in voltage. 
Conversely, solutions for commercial facilities reduce both the phase and neutral currents 
[11]. The most common used techniques for harmonic reduction are the passive filters 
and active power filters. 
Passive Filters 
Passive filters are composed of various components, such as inductors, capacitors, and 
resistors. Such filters are simply used for a specific transfer function, where they get low 
impedance to nonlinear load current harmonics. Such harmonics flow to the lower 
impedance of those filters where they are finally trapped. The main benefit of passive 
filters is that they require less power supply as well as generating little noise in 
comparison with active gain elements [19]. The main types of passive filters are the notch 
and high pass filters. The first type is connected with the load in shunt to offer a 
substitute route to the harmonic current, while the second type is deployed to remove 
several harmonics from the system. Among high pass filters, the 2nd order harmonic 
filters are the most deployed in the elimination of harmonic contents that are bigger than 
the cut-off frequency [20]  
Active Power Filters 
In active filters, op amps are deployed with capacitors and resistors. The main benefits of 
using active filters are their high input impedance, small output impedance and simple 
design when compared with passive filters. No inductors are included in active filters, 
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which in turn assist in reducing harmonics [11]. The most efficient types of active filters 
are the Active Power Filters (APFs), which are power electronics that depend on devices 
injecting equal and opposite to the produced harmonic current by the nonlinear loads. 
Such filters are mainly deployed in three-phase systems due to their enhanced transient 
performances and their multiple compensation utilities [21] - [23]. As well, single-phase 
filters are widely proposed in the recent literature [24].   
Active power filters have been deployed to reduce harmonics since 1970s. These filters 
inject the needed compensation current in the system, where this leads to minimizing the 
characteristic harmonics amplitudes in the supply current [25]. One of the most efficient 
active power filters is the shunt one, which is connected in parallel with loads. Such 
filters can be deployed with non-sinusoidal supply voltages, in which the voltages at the 
filter Point of Common Coupling (PCC) are harmonics-polluted and result from the 
presence of harmonic loads in the environment [26]-[30]. In practice, shunt active power 
filters are the best solution for reducing harmonics. The ratings of such filters are 
dependent on the RMS compensating current and terminal voltage of the filter [31] - [32]. 
In addition, these filters compensate for the harmonic currents resulting from the 
nonlinear load.   
In recent years, various methods and investigations have been presented to study, 
analyze, mitigate and solve the problem of harmonics in power distribution systems. 





2.3  Harmonics Distortions in Power Distribution Systems  
In practice, harmonics that are present in distribution systems have major impacts on 
reducing the system efficiency, equipment functions and system lifetime, and raise both 
the system and economic loss. This increases the need for further research concerning 
those effects. Authors focused on studying the effect of harmonics on the energy of a 
power distribution system and how it could be saved based on analyzing the harmonic 
production mechanism in the system and investigating its impact on the power of a 
transformer, electric motor and power lines [5]. Results demonstrated that the energy 
consumption for the equipment is directly related to the rate of harmonic distortion. Thus, 
mitigating these harmonics can enhance the quality of power and offer several financial 
benefits. 
 
Authors in [33] assessed the effect of harmonic distortion, which resulted from several 
nonlinear residential loads, on power distribution systems. A classic distribution system 
was simulated using experimentally designed harmonic spectrums for various home 
appliances. This was performed using the Transient Analyzer Program (ETAP). Results 
revealed the presence of high level of harmonic distortion, specifically at the system 
Point of Common Coupling (PCC) that becomes aggravated when considering a higher 
distribution transformer loading level. 
Authors in [34] investigated the propagation of harmonic voltage and current in power 
systems and realized their effects on both the end user equipment and utility system 
components. As well, they proposed effective techniques via the application of phase 
shifting transformers. This was based on the concepts of combination and cancellation 
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and the analysis of harmonic waveforms. They also presented alternatives for the 
mitigation of harmonic effects on the components of the systems with the use of 
harmonic filters. Results revealed that the use of phase shift and filter transformer 
reduced both the voltage and current distortion in the system while improving the 
transformer k-factor. 
Authors studied the impact of various loads, resistive, inductive and capacitive, on the 
power distribution system based on computing the harmonic distortion in both input and 
output [35]. The work depends on using combinations between loads and various 
inductance values and fixed capacitance and resistance values, then recording the input 
and output voltages for these combinations with the use of the Gold wave program. The 
harmonic distortions were computed in the system input and output based on designing a 
computer signal processing algorithm in a voltage measurement stage in the system that 
has a current transformer. The computed voltages were then used in a controller, which 
was connected with a microcontroller to decide the power stabilization. An isolator 
circuit was used to stabilize voltage drop. The results demonstrated that the use of 
microcontroller in the system has major effects in decreasing the distortion in the system 
output. 
 
Bhattacharyya and his colleagues [36] studied the pollution of harmonic current in a 
specific low voltage system. They demonstrated that the main source of this pollution 
was the daily used electrical equipment. This pollution in turn causes an increase in the 
voltage distortions in this system. The work in this research depended on investigating 
and detecting the harmonic current emissions in various devices to be compared using 
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laboratory computations and available limits. This in turn offered general ideas 
concerning the emission levels of harmonic current in various installations of the 
presented system.  
 
The authors investigated the effect of the continuous increase in harmonics of nonlinear 
loads on the level of feeder voltage distortion [37]. This was performed since many 
utilities do not control the level of harmonics in feeders. Furthermore, the available 
harmonic distortion levels are unidentified where this affects the capability of predicting 
harmonic distortions in feeders. The authors presented an analysis concerning the 
increased feeder level distortion depending on various clients who generate harmonic 
currents similar to standard threshold limits. Various tests were conducted to determine 
the relation among generated harmonic current by a client and the related harmonic 
impedance. With the use of a test feeder and the function of harmonic impedance, the 
current injection technique was used with clients to assess the aggregate clients’ impacts 
with high harmonics of nonlinear loads. The results demonstrated utility companies must 
consider the generated harmonic distortion amount from the increased design of 
nonlinear devices. In addition, the voltage distortion amount is based on the impedance of 
systems.  
 
Kaushik, and his colleagues investigated the produced voltage distortions by nonlinear 
loads taking into account the specifications of harmonics; and both the characteristic and 
non-characteristic harmonics [38]. Harmonic distortions have been computed in a power 
system using the Mi Power program. The work depends on establishing precise harmonic 
modules for these nonlinear loads. Furthermore, passive filters were implemented in two 
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buses to reduce the impressed harmonic voltages on certain system parts. Results 
demonstrated that these filters effectively decreased the generated harmonics.  
2.4  The Impact of Harmonics on Power Quality 
In practice, harmonic distortions are the main reason behind the problems of power 
quality. These distortions result from nonlinear loads that have currents with non-
sinusoidal harmonics, which in turn causes line voltage distortion. Particularly, the use of 
these loads increases daily by users, where this increases the creation of disturbances in 
equipment. These distortions also cause degradation in the power factor. Therefore, the 
precise estimation of power loss has an essential role in deciding the commercial and 
technical losses share in the whole loss. Various methods have been presented in previous 
works to approximate the power loss and effect of harmonics in distribution systems.  
Iagar, A. and his colleagues studied the impact of various home appliance nonlinear 
devices on the power quality of distribution systems with a focus on investigating the 
impacts of the operating mode on the emissions of harmonics from these devices [39]. 
This was performed with the use of a three phase-power quality analyzer. Results 
demonstrated that nonlinear devices have major effects on reducing the power quality. In 
addition, these distortions depend on the operation mode of the system.  
The authors studied the impact of harmonic distortion on both losses and power quality of 
distribution systems based on simulating a distribution feeder; 20 kV/400V [40]. The 
work was based on deciding the quantity of produced harmonics via nonlinear loads in 
three types of loads in feeders; office, commercial and residential. The nonlinear loads 
had been modeled with the use of their Norton equivalent. The Norton model and the 
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modeling of the three types of loads depend on the bottom-up method. The impact of 
each nonlinear load on the feeder power quality was then studied. Results demonstrated 
that harmonic distortions raise the power losses by approximately 20% from the level 
without nonlinear loads.  
The authors studied the impact of nonlinear loads on quality of power of the power 
distribution system in New Zealand [41]. The authors proposed that energy consumption 
can be reduced by removing large useless loads and deploying smaller effective loads. 
Nonlinear loads cause harmonics in power systems with around 5 % THD in New 
Zealand. But this percent can increase due to the replacement of large linear loads with 
small multiple nonlinear ones. The authors investigated the impacts of the increasing use 
of nonlinear loads on the power quality of the weak distribution system in New Zealand. 
Results demonstrated the major effect of those loads in reducing the quality of power. 
The work can be utilized in further investigations with laboratory measurements. 
2.4.1  Effect of Loading on the THD 
In the past, the majority of electrical equipment was based on using balance linear load, 
which is a component in power system distribution where the voltage and current are 
perfectly sinusoidal. On the other hand, the quick increase in the electronics device 
technology, such as Thyristors and diodes transformed such loads into nonlinear ones. 
Some of these loads are the inverters, switching mode power supplies and changeable 
frequency drives. Such nonlinear loads when connected to power system distributions, in 
turn produce voltage and current harmonics [11].  
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Resultant harmonics from nonlinear loads increase transmission losses, decrease the 
equipment efficiency, overheat conductors and transformers, cause malfunctions in the 
system, and threaten its stability and reliability. Nonlinear loads draw nonlinear current 
from the power system, and current flows through the system and distorts the voltage 
wave, which influences the whole system [2]-[3]. As well, they have either magnetic or 
electrical circuit nonlinear characteristics [42]. The relation among the current and 
voltage of a nonlinear load is expressed as follows:   
𝐼 = 𝐾1 + 𝐾2𝑉 + 𝐾3𝑉
2 + 𝐾4𝑉
3 + ⋯                                           (2.10) 
Where  
k  is a set of constant values different among nonlinear loads. 
The effect of loads, which are combinations of capacitive, inductive and resistive, on the 
THD of IGBT-dependent voltage stabilization was investigated in [11]. Authors 
computed the harmonic distortion in both the system input and output voltages. They 
considered eight load combinations with fixed resistance (36 Ω), fixed capacitance 
(2.5 μF) and variable inductance in the range from 1.232 H to 269.1 mH. The Gold wave 
was used to record the input voltage, while the output one was recorded using digital 
signal processing program. Results revealed that the decrease in the impedance values 
changed in the inductance value from H to mH and increased the input and output THD 
value. As well, the leakage of the capacitive or inductive components caused some 
difference in the THD input and output values. It was also observed that the output 
harmonic distortion was less than that of the input. 
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Khandakji [43] investigated the impact of Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) -fed three phase 
induction motor loading on the line current THD. The author developed the line current 
THD curve versus the line current fundamental harmonic for various inverters. Results 
revealed that high order harmonics were generated in the line current due to the presence 
of under-loaded Variable Speed Drives (VSDs). This in turn increased the current THD 
to 100 % at no-load mode and reduced the power system quality. The author suggested 
the use of filters with modifiable parameters to reduce harmonics and the dependence of 
the line current THD on the driven motor and to improve both the power system quality 
and efficiency. 
2.4.2  Suggested Methods to Reduce Harmonics 
The authors suggested that harmonics can be eliminated from power distribution systems 
based on using AC filter equipment that has a high pass filter near the harmonics source 
to absorb its generated current [5]. Other solutions are enhancing and modifying the 
design of the interference source to avoid large interference, and preventing capacitors 
from amplifying the generated harmonics based on modifying their series reactor or its 
by-pass into a filter. Furthermore, limiting the input capacity and using equipment, as 
active filters to filter harmonics can also help in reducing the generated harmonics in 
power distribution systems. 
 
The main suggested solutions to cancel harmonics in these systems are the use of active 
or passive harmonic filters in order to restrain the frequencies of the harmonics [44]. The 
active type depends on measuring the system harmonic currents and then producing 
opposite harmonics to remove them, while the passive type depends on filtering certain 
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frequencies. Other solutions are using rectifiers that have high pulses, using AC line 
reactors with the input AC power lines to smooth the current flow, and using “Pulse 
Width Modulated” (PWM) rectifier to reduce the generated current distortion in the 
input. 
2.4.3  Harmonic Cancelation  
In practice, when a set of various nonlinear loads that operate together are connected to 
the same low voltage network, the resultant harmonics emission is lower than the 
summation of emitted harmonics by individual loads. This is called the harmonic 
cancellation effect. Such effect is a result of differences in electrical characteristics of a 
load, which is marked as the differences in the phase angles related to the same generated 
harmonics by various loads [45]. 
The Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs) nonlinear load was investigated previously in 
several studies [46]-[47]. It was found that as individual CFLs generated by several 
manufacturers with various rated powers can feature changes in their electrical 
components, the harmonic cancelation can happen in a group of CLFs. Previous studies 
presented efficient levels of harmonic cancellation of nonlinear loads, such as power 
electronics [48]. However, the investigation of CFLs presented that a small cancellation 
level can happen [46]. 
Authors in [45] measured the harmonic cancellation levels in various CFLs groups based 
on applying an equivalent circuit modeling approach. A set of independent measurements 
was used to verify the approach accuracy. Results revealed that the harmonic cancellation 
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level of the aggregate CFL load is relatively insensitive to the real composition of 
individual CFLs. 
Another type of nonlinear loads is the Switch-Mode Power Supply (SMPS), which is 
widely used in recent power supply systems. Such loads cause nonlinear currents with 
systems, where this in turn is the source of harmonics. The emission of harmonics from 
individual SMPS loads differs depending on the difference among their circuits and 
operation conditions.  Such variations allow the cancellation of harmonics in the same 
order because of the phase angle dispersion [49]. Authors in [49] introduced standard 
parameter values for various types of SMPS and investigated their impact on harmonic 
cancellation with the use of the Monte Carlo method. Results revealed that the harmonic 
cancellation among SMPS with high power is larger than that among SMPS with low 
power. Conversely, considering mixed-type aggregation among both types that connected 
to a network with low voltage, the effects of harmonic cancellation are stronger for the 
mixed-type aggregation than individual loads.   
Authors in [50] investigated the harmonic cancellation amount when single-phase loads 
have different harmonic characteristics. The focus of the research was on the Scott 
transformer load. It is broadly deployed in electric railway systems with the presence of 
two unbalanced single-phase loads since it can decrease unbalanced currents. The 
conducted analysis demonstrated that such load was able to decrease the harmonic 
current for single-phase loads with different harmonic characteristics. The reduction in 
harmonic current happens by the harmonic cancellation of the single-phase loads 
included in the transformer windings. In addition, it was found that the cancellation 
degree is based on both the harmonic order and the load balance factor. 
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Authors in [51] presented a gainful harmonic cancellation approach to be used for Silicon 
Carbide MOSFET dependent single phase inverter with high frequency. Such method 
was able to eliminate harmonics with even-order at PWM stage in the control part 
contrasting the traditional even-order harmonic cancelation method used in power stage. 
In addition, this method is a cost effective one due to the switching of one leg at high 
frequency. As well, a regular sampling technique that depends on actual calculation was 
deployed confirm the proposed method viability on a 500W single-phase voltage source 
inverter. On the other hand, this method was compared with a classic inverter modulation 
one in terms of harmonic distortions and switching losses. Results revealed that such 
method was able to cancel even-order harmonics and offer more efficient THD figure in 
comparison with the other method, mainly at sampling frequencies.  
2.5   Standards for Harmonics 
The most commonly used standards for harmonics in power distribution systems are 
illustrated below. 
 IEEE 519-1992 Standard 
In practice, the IEEE 519 is considered as the main standard for harmonics as stated by 
the IEEE. Thus, various efforts and changes are being conducted on this standard [44]. 
The IEEE 519-1992 standard mainly determines the limits on the allowed harmonics 
amount at connection points in the grid [52]. These limits in turn ensure delivery of clean 
power for customers and saving electrical equipment from several problems, such as 
overheating, life loss due to high harmonic currents and voltage stress due to high 
harmonic voltages. In addition, these limits depend on the maximum loads of customer 
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and the location on the power distribution system. There is a reviewed version which is 
IEEE STD 519TM 2014 [53]. In this standard, the limits of voltage distortion are 
illustrated in table 2.1 [54]: 
Table 2.1 IEEE Standard 519-1992 Recommended Harmonic Voltage Limits for Power Producers 
Harmonic voltage distortion in % at PCC 
 2.3-68.9 kV 69-138 kV <138 kV 
Maximum for individual harmonic 3.0 1.5 1.0 
Total harmonic distortion 5.0 2.5 1.5 
 
 
 IEC 61000-3-2 and IEC 61000-3-4 Standards 
Both the IEC 61000-3-2 and 3-4 standards specify the limits of harmonic current, which 
are injected to a supply system, below 16A and above 16A, respectively. Such standards 
determine the harmonic components limits of the input current generated by tested 
equipment [55].  
Both standards assist in determining the required information to allow evaluating 
equipment based on the disturbance or harmonics and determining the capability of this 
equipment for connection, taking into account the harmonic distortion [6] 
 IEEE 1159-1995 Standard 
This standard addresses the main methods that can be used to measure the power quality. 
It also demonstrates the most common devices used for power quality measurement while 
demonstrating their significance for workers in various fields of power distribution, 
communication and processing. Furthermore, it covers the main techniques used to 
control the quality of power of various power systems, defines the terminology of power 
quality, demonstrates the effect of low power quality on equipment, and illustrates the 
electromagnetic phenomena measurement [7]. 
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2.6   Summary 
In summary, harmonics that are generated from nonlinear loads in power distribution 
systems have major effects on these systems. Some of these effects are decreasing the 
system operation efficiency, and decreasing the efficiency of the systems’ equipment. 
Furthermore, harmonics can cause errors and faults in these systems, reduce their service 
life, decrease the power quality and power factor, decrease the electric on consumption 
use efficiency and cause economic loss. Various suggestions have been put forth to 
cancel or at least minimize these harmonics. It was demonstrated that the type of load 
model, conductors and transformers of the feeder have major effects on the generation of 
voltage distortion, thus they must be decided carefully. 
Previous works focused on the impact of nonlinear loads in these systems and how they 
generate harmonics with suggesting some solutions. The current work focuses on 
studying the impact of loading, change of sequence of connected loads, and harmonic 




3. CHAPTER 3 
EFFECT OF LOAD VARYING AND SEQUENCE 
CHANGE ON THD VALUE 
In this chapter the effect of change in load on the percentage existence of harmonic in the 
system and change in loads sequence is studied. As well as harmonic cancelation and 
firing angle changing effect on THD of load current and voltage is verified  
3.1   Simulation Results 
The simulation is divided into four main groups. The first one is for load varying (The 
data for the used loads are shown in Appendix B which are Arc load, diode rectifier, 
controlled rectifier and VFD load), where the load value is change to 25% and 50% of 
distributed transformer capacity. The second group is for change in sequence of the 
connected loads on the system. The third and fourth are harmonic cancelation and firing 
angle changing effect, respectively.  
3.1.1  Load Varying  
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show a system configuration of load varying consisting of 3 
phase source voltage, medium voltage load, 2 feeders, step down transformer using 



















Firstly, the system is loaded by Arc (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4), diode rectifier (Figure 
3.5 and Figure 3.6), controlled rectifier (Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8) and VFD load (Figure 
3.9 and Figure 3.10). First figure of each load shows the waveform response and the 
second figure shows THD and spectrum of harmonic order. Moreover, the figures show 
all of voltage source, current source, voltage load and current load results. All the results 
are summarized in table 3.1 for each single unit of load type.   
 
Figure 3.3 System Waveform Responses for Arc Load (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) Load 




Figure 3.4 THD and Spectrum Analyses for Arc Load (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) Load Current 




 Figure 3.5 System Waveform Responses for Diode Rectifier Load (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) 




 Figure 3.6 THD and Spectrum Analyses for Diode Rectifier Load (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) 





Figure 3.7 System Waveform Responses for Controlled Rectifier Load (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) 






Figure 3.8 THD and Spectrum Analyses for Controlled Rectifier Load (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) 




Figure 3.9 System Waveform Responses for VFD Load (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) Load Current 









Figure 3.10 THD and Spectrum Analyses for VFD Load (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) Load Current 




Table 3.1 THD Analyses for Single Unit of Arc, VFD, Diode Rectifier and Controlled Rectifier Load 
 ARC VFD  Diode rectifier 
Controlled 
rectifier 
ILaod THD % 31.65 98.13 27.23 25.31 
N Pu Pu Pu pu 
3 0.26 0 0 0 
5 0.08 0.75 0.23 0.2 
7 0.05 0.67 0.07 0.13 
9 0.04 0 0 0 
11 0.03 0.2 0.04 0.07 
13 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.06 
15 0.01 0 0 0 
17 0 0.05 0.01 0.04 
19 0 0.04 0.01 0.03 
21 0 0 0 0 
 
It is clear that the most effected load was VFD (98.13%) and the ARC (31.65%) comes 
after followed by uncontrolled (27.23%) and controlled rectifier (25.31%). Also, for 
VFD, controlled and uncontrolled rectifier the triple harmonic orders (third, ninth, 
fifteenth …) do not appear since they are three phase system.  
Then the load is increased to 25 % of transformer capacity (6 MVA) and after that to 
50% for the four types of load (the data of the used loads is shown in Appendix B). Table 
3.2 shows the THD results using FFT MATLAB tools 25 % and 50 % loading .It is 
clearly seen that by increasing the loading for diode rectifier and controlled rectifier the 
THD in load current is decreased so it can be consider as harmonic cancelation. In 
contrast for Arc load the THD for load current is increased with loading increased. From 
these results, it is clear that the harmonic behavior during the loading depends on the 





Table 3.2 THD Analyses for Arc, Diode Rectifier and Controlled Rectifier Load at 25% and 50% of 
Transformer Capacity 
 25% loading 50% loading 






































3.1.2  Verification of Harmonic Cancelation  
In this section the harmonic cancelation is verified by connecting different loads in the 
same Bus and the individual THD and total THD is obtained and tabulated in Table 3.3. 
This table reveals that there a cancelation occurs when two or more different loads 
connected together. For instance, the THD values in case of run each alone of Arc and 
VFD loads are 31.6% and 98.13% respectively. When these two loads connected together 
the THD will be 46.12%. From Arc point view there is increase in THD but from VFD 
point view there is decrease from THD value. Since this is subjective, the next section 
will study and analyze the loading sequence effect on THD for different cases. Also, 
before writing about the loading sequence, the changing the module itself effects on THD 
for same type of load will be study. The gate pulse signal generation control strategy has 







Table 3.3  THD Analyses for Mixed Loads Case 
Harmonic 
order 



















ILoadTHD % 31.6 98.13 25.31 27.23 27 24.81 69.65 46.12 40.48 
N          
3 0.26 0 0 0 0.77 0 0 0.2 0.16 
5 0.08 0.75 0.2 0.23 0.17 0.18 0.55 0.31 0.29 
7 0.05 0.67 0.13 0.07 0.1 0.13 0.37 0.24 0.18 
9 0.04 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 
11 0.03 0.2 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.16 0.1 0.08 
13 0.02 0.09 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03 
15 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 0 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.04 
19 0 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Table 3.4 THD Analysis for Diode Rectifier with VFD (PWM/SVPWM) 




ILoadTHD % 27.23 98.13 103.03 69.65 69.57 
 
It can be seen in table 3.4 that changing the module from the same load will not affect too 







 3.1.3  Sequence Change  
In this section, the sequence of loading is changed according to Table 3.4 and the THD of 
system voltage and current is measured. Figure 3.11 to Figure 3.18 show the performance 
of the system for case one of sequence change. The system is loaded with a linear load, 
then VFD load, after that diode rectifier load, and finally with controlled rectifier. In each 
time of loading the THD of system voltages and current is measured and tabulated in 
Table 3.4.   
 
Case 1: Linear, VFD, Diode Rectifier and Controlled Rectifier Load. 
     Step 1: Linear Load 
 











Step 2: Linear and VFD Load 
 
Figure 3.13 System Analyses for Linear and VFD Loads (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) Load Current 




Figure 3.14 THD Analyses for Linear and VFD Loads (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) Load Current 






Step 3: Linear, VFD and Diode Rectifier Loads 
 
Figure 3.15 System Analyses for Linear, VFD and Diode Rectifier Loads (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage 




Figure 3.16 THD Analyses for Linear, VFD and Diode Rectifier Loads (a) Source Current (b) Source Voltage (c) 
Load Current (d) Load Voltage 
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       Step 4: Linear, VFD, Diode Rectifier and Controlled Rectifier Loads 
 
Figure 3.17 System Analyses for Linear, VFD, Controlled Rectifier and Diode Rectifier Loads (a) Source 





Figure 3.18 THD Analyses for Linear, VFD, Controlled Rectifier and Diode Rectifier Loads (a) Source Current 
(b) Source Voltage (c) Load Current (d) Load Voltage 
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The sequence of load is changed according to Table 3.5 and the value of THD is 
obtained. This table shows that the THD value of linear, VFD, diode rectifier (+Diode r.) 
and controlled rectifier (+Cntrlld r.) loads by adding them in different sequence. It is 
noticed that the sequence of connecting loads doesn't effect on the final total THD of 
voltages and currents in source and load sides which are similar for all of three cases. 





 Step1 Step2 Step3 Step4 






THD of Source voltage % 0.00 0.78 0.77 1.44 
THD of Source current % 0.00 2.62 2.64 4.11 
THD of load voltage % 0.02 2.55 2.54 7.12 
THD of Load current % 0.02 52.79 42.05 28.21 
THD of linear load current % 0.00 5.22 5.61 7.12 
THD of  VFD load current %  -- 100.9 100.83 99.22 
THD of Diode rectifier load 
current % -- -- 25.14 26.90 
THD of controlled rectifier 






 Linear + Diode r. + Cntrlld r. +VFD 
THD of Source voltage 0.00 0.09 1.28 1.44 
THD of Source current 0.00 0.38 3.09 4.11 
THD of load voltage 0.02 1.15 5.42 7.12 
THD of Load current 0.02 21.86 23.97 28.21 
THD of linear load current % 0.00 1.15 5.42 7.12 
THD of VFD load current -- -- -- 99.22 
THD of Diode rectifier load 
current % -- 25.31 26.61 26.90 
THD of controlled rectifier 






 +Linear +Cntrlld r. + Diode r. +VFD 
THD of Source voltage 0.00 1.26 1.28 1.44 
THD of Source current 0.00 3.02 3.09 4.11 
THD of load voltage 0.02 4.22 5.42 7.12 
THD of Load current 0.02 22.45 23.97 28.21 
THD of linear load current 0.00 5.92 5.42 7.12 
THD of VFD load  current -- -- -- 99.22 
THD of Diode rectifier load 
current % -- -- 26.61 26.90 
THD of controlled rectifier 
load  current % -- 26.85 26.83 26.71 
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3.1.4  Effect of changing in Firing Angle on THD for Control   Rectifier 
Load. 
The effect of firing angle of a Thyristor on THD value of current and voltage load is 
checked. The firing angle is changed from 0 to 90 degree for the control rectifier load 
shown in Appendix B. The corresponding THD value of load current and load voltage is 
measured and tabulated in Table 3.6. 
From this table the THD of load current increased with firing angle continue increasing 
till 70 ͦ  degree then it fall at 80 ͦ  degree the increased at 90 ͦ  degree this abnormal 
condition so it is prefered to operate between 0  ͦ - 50  ͦ degree.  
Table 3.6  THD Analyses Firing Angle Change 
Firing angle THD in load current THD in load voltage 
0 ͦ 27.23 4.56 
10 ͦ 29.04 6.61 
20 ͦ 28.6 5.79 
30 ͦ 29.66 6.96 
40 ͦ 30.08 5.75 
50 ͦ 30.38 6.99 
60 ͦ 34.25 5.86 
70 ͦ 34.41 6.68 
80 ͦ 30.4 6.1 






4. CHAPTER 4 
POWER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT USING SHUNT 
ACTIVE POWER FILTER (SAPF)  
This chapter presents the modeling of SAPF, generation of reference current algorithms, 
control strategies and parameter design for SAPF. Eventually, simulation results are 
presented to validate the module using MATLAB/SIMULINK. 
4.1   The Module of SAPF 
The SAPF can be modeled as controlled current source, which injects the current in the 
power system to decrease the harmonic which generated by the non-linear load [56]–[58]. 
The source provides only the fundamental sinusoidal current to the load by calculating 
the nonlinear or compensation current and injecting it into the system using SAPF. In 
Figure 4.1 an SAPF is connected at point of common coupling, where 𝑖𝑠 represents the 
source current, 𝑖𝑙  is the distorted load current and 𝑖𝑓 is and compensation shunt active 





Figure 4.1  Single Line Diagram of SAPF 
The construction of SAPF module contains a three phase IGBT based switching devices, 
its function is provide the harmonic compensation current 𝑖𝑓 through the input inductor 𝑙𝑓 
as shown in Figure 4.2. The non-linear load consisted of a three-phase diode bridge 
rectifier with 𝑅 load on its dc side. 
 
Figure 4.2  Construction of Three Phase SAPF 
 
Where: 
𝐸𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑐   is the three phase source voltage. 
𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑐   is the three phase load current. 
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𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑏𝑐   is the three phase filter current. 
𝑅𝑠 and 𝐿𝑠  are the source resistor and reactor. 
𝑅𝑙 and 𝐿𝑙  are the load side resistor and reactor. 
𝑅𝑓 and 𝐿𝑓  are the filter resistor and the reactor. 
𝑉𝑑𝑐   is the DC side capacitor voltage. 
𝑅    is the resistive load.  
Assume the three-phase source voltage source 𝐸𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑐 is a balanced source such that: 
                             𝐸𝑠𝑎(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑠𝑚 sin(𝜔𝑡)                                                                         (4.1) 
                             𝐸𝑠𝑏(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑠𝑚 sin (𝜔𝑡 −
2𝜋
3
)                                                              (4.2) 
                             𝐸𝑠𝑐(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑠𝑚 sin (𝜔𝑡 +
2𝜋
3
)                                                               (4.3) 
 
Where  
𝐸𝑠𝑚  is the maximum source voltage.  
 𝜔   is the angular frequency (rad/sec). 
The voltage source is assumed to be a balanced. The following assumptions are 
considered: 
                                                         𝐸𝑠𝑎 + 𝐸𝑠𝑏 + 𝐸𝑠𝑐 = 0 
𝑖𝑠𝑎 + 𝑖𝑠𝑏 + 𝑖𝑠𝑐 = 0 
                                                   𝑖𝑙𝑎 + 𝑖𝑙𝑏 + 𝑖𝑙𝑐 = 0                                                     (4.4) 
𝑖𝑓𝑎 + 𝑖𝑓𝑏 + 𝑖𝑓𝑐 = 0 
A low pass 𝑅𝐿 filter is used to connect the SAPF with the PCC such that: 
𝑣𝑠𝑘 = 𝑣𝑓𝑘 − 𝑣𝑙𝑓𝑘 − 𝑣𝑟𝑓𝑘                                                    (4.5) 
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                                𝑣𝑠𝑘 = 𝑣𝑓𝑘 − 𝐿𝑓
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑘
𝑑𝑡
− 𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑓𝑘                                                    (4.6) 
Where 
 k = a, b, c    is the three phase system.  
By applying Kirchhoff law, the nonlinear current supplied by the inverter can be obtained 
as: 
                                  𝐿𝑓
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑎
𝑑𝑡
= −𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑓𝑎 + 𝑣𝑓𝑎 − 𝑣𝑠𝑎                                                        (4.7) 
                                   𝐿𝑓
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑏
𝑑𝑡
= −𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑓𝑏 + 𝑣𝑓𝑏 − 𝑣𝑠𝑏                                                      (4.8) 
                                    𝐿𝑓
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑐
𝑑𝑡
= −𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑓𝑐 + 𝑣𝑓𝑐 − 𝑣𝑠𝑐                                                       (4.9) 
Where 
 𝑖𝑓𝑎 , 𝑖𝑓𝑏 and  𝑖𝑓𝑐 are the three phase compensation current injected by the inverter.  
The DC side capacitor equation can be written as: 
                             𝐶𝐷𝐶
𝑑𝑉𝐷𝐶
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑆𝑎𝑖𝑓𝑎 + 𝑆𝑏𝑖𝑓𝑏 + 𝑆𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑐                                                    (4.10) 
Where  
𝐶𝐷𝐶  is the capacitance of the DC side capacitor. 
The above equations can be written in a stationary α-β reference frame as [59]: 
                               𝐿𝑓
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝛼
𝑑𝑡
= −𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑓𝛼 + 𝑣𝑓𝛼 − 𝑣𝑠𝛼                                                        (4.11) 
                               𝐿𝑓
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝛽
𝑑𝑡
= −𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑓𝛽 + 𝑣𝑓𝛽 − 𝑣𝑠𝛽                                                       (4.12) 
                             𝐶𝑑𝑐
𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝑑𝑡




4.2   Generation of the Reference Current Algorithm  
Active power filters are designed to inject the nonlinear part of the load current in such a 
way that the source should provide the purely sinusoidal current to the load. The 
calculation of nonlinear load current is significant, because the performance of the active 
filter is highly dependent on it. With the aid of reference current generation algorithms 
the nonlinear current (compensation current) is calculated. There are two main categories 
of current extraction algorithms, known as frequency domain current extraction 
algorithms [60]–[63] and time domain current extraction algorithms. In the frequency 
domain to extract the compensation current, DFT and wavelet transform is used [64]–
[67]. The disadvantages of the frequency domain method are filtering and inverse 
transformation, degraded performance during transients, larger delays in transformation, 
large amounts of processing delays, and memory usage restricts their applicability in real 
time applications. In contrast, the time domain methods are faster, accurate and require 
less processing delays and memory [68]. In this chapter, instantaneous active and reactive 
power theory has been utilized to obtain the compensation current for SAPF. 
4.2.1  Instantaneous Active and Reactive Power p–q Theory 
The instantaneous active and reactive power theory (p-q) used in SAPF design is 
proposed by Akagi [69]. The p-q theory computes the instantaneous powers defined in 
the time domain [70]–[72]. To transform the distorted currents and voltage signals from 
three phase frame abc into stationary frame α-β, a Clark Transformation (CT) is used 
[69]. Figure 4.2 shows the basic block diagram of instantaneous active and reactive 
power methodology. Firstly, the voltage and the current signals are converted to a 
stationary reference frame using CT, then the fundamental power is extracted using low 
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pass filter, and finally the compensation current is converted back from stationary axis 
into three phase 𝑎𝑏𝑐.  
The instantaneous active and reactive power methodology is given as following: 
The converted three phase voltage and current signals in stationary α-β reference frame is 
given by: 





































]                                        (4.14) 





































]                                            (4.15) 
The instantaneous active and reactive power 𝑝(𝑡) and 𝑞(𝑡) in three phase system 𝑎𝑏𝑐 and 
stationary frame α-β is given as: 
                               𝑝(𝑡) = 𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎 + 𝑣𝑏𝑖𝑏 + 𝑣𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑐                                                    (4.16) 
                               𝑝(𝑡) = 𝑣𝛼𝑖𝑙𝛼 + 𝑣𝛽𝑖𝑙𝛽                                                                 (4.17) 
                                   𝑞(𝑡) = −
1
√3
(𝑣𝛼𝑖𝑙𝛽 + 𝑣𝛽𝑖𝑙𝛼)                                                    (4.18) 
Equations (4.17-4.18) can be written in matrix form as 








]                                                            (4.19) 
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Equation (4.19) contains AC and DC power components. To obtain the purely sinusoidal 
source current, the compensation current is calculated from AC power. The cut-off 
frequency of the low pass filter and the fundamental component frequency should be the 
same.  
The compensation current using the filtered power can be calculated as: 













]                                               (4.20) 
Where 
 𝑝 is the fundamental active power obtained after passing through the low pass filter as 
shown in Figure 4.3. Using inverse Clark transformation to obtain the three phase 
compensation current from α-β reference frame as: 

































∗]                                               (4.21) 
 











4.3   Control Method of VSI 
The current control strategies play a vital role in generating the switching signals for fast 
and accurate response of inverters such as SAPF. The current controller is used to 
generate the switching patterns for SAPF.  
4.3.1  Hysteresis Control Method 
To generate the switching pattern of the VSI, the hysteresis current control method is 
used. The advantages of Hysteresis current control method are simple structure for 
implementation, fast and robust response, and computationally light as it does not 
required any separate controller or a modulator. This makes it the most commonly used 
control method [73]–[78]. Figure 4.4 shows the generation of gate signals using a 
Hysteresis current controller by comparing the actual current with the reference current. 
Then if the error between the actual current and the reference current value is larger than 
the predefined hysteresis band (Upper or lower band) a switching pulse is generated 
immediately to open or close a specific inverter gate [79]. 
 





Figure 4.5  the Hysteresis Current Controller 
 
The switching pulses for SAPF three phases are generated as follows: 
1-  If 𝐼𝑐𝑎
∗ − 𝐼𝑐𝑎 > 𝐻𝐵  , the switching gate 𝑔1 is OFF while 𝑔4 is ON. 
2-  If, 𝐼𝑐𝑎
∗ + 𝐼𝑐𝑎 > 𝐻𝐵 the switching gate 𝑔1 is ON while 𝑔4 is OFF. 
Where 
 𝐻𝐵  is the hysteresis band 
 𝐼𝑐𝑎
∗ is the compensation current  
𝐼𝑐𝑎  is the reference current for the phase 𝑎 of SAPF. 
The switching pulses for the remaining phases 𝑏 and 𝑐 can be generated in a similar way.  
4.4   DC Bus Voltage Regulation 
The DC-bus capacitor 𝐶𝑑𝑐 is utilized as a source by the VSI-based SAPF to supply the 
reactive power and compensation current at high switching frequency. To provide the 
required compensation current under steady state conditions, the DC link capacitor 
should be charge and discharge during the source voltage period. The primary factors that 
determine the value of the DC link capacitor are the peak harmonic and reactive loads. 
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The voltage across the DC link capacitor is kept high enough as compared to the peak 
source voltage in order to inject the required non-linear compensation current at PCC 
[80].  
Figure 4.5 reveals the block diagram of the DC bus voltage control through PI controller 
[81]. The error between the reference voltage and the measured DC bus voltage can be 
calculated as: 
 
Figure 4.6  The DC Bus Voltage Control Loop 
 
 
                             𝑣𝑑?̃? = 𝑣𝑑𝑐
∗ − 𝑣𝑑𝑐                                                             (4.22) 
The error signal 𝑣𝑑?̃? is passed through a PI controller to regulate the voltage across the 
DC link, as: 
                             𝑢𝑑𝑐 = 𝑘1𝑣𝑑?̃? + 𝑘2 ∫ 𝑣𝑑?̃? 𝑑𝑡                                            (4.23) 
The transfer function of the PI controller is given as: 








                                                (4.24) 
The closed loop transfer function is given by: 













The gain of the PI controller is: 
                             𝑘1 = 2𝜉𝜔𝑛𝐶𝑑𝑐                                                                  (4.26) 
                             𝑘2 = 𝜔𝑛
2𝐶𝑑𝑐                                                                    (4.27) 
 
4.5   Design of SAPF parameter  
The performance of SAPF depends on the selection of SAPF parameters such as the DC 
link capacitor and the AC link reactor values. 
4.5.1  The DC link capacitor 
To design the DC bus voltage across the DC link capacitor the following relation is used 
[82]: 
                                    𝑉𝑐 =
(𝑉𝑠−𝐿𝑖𝐿)𝑖𝐿
𝐶𝑉𝑐
                                                           (4.28) 
 The energy stored across the capacitor can be calculated as: 





2) ≈ 𝐶∆𝑉𝑐𝑉𝑜                           (4.29) 
  The maximum allowable voltage variation across the capacitor is 
                                                     ∆𝑉𝑐 = 𝜀𝑉𝑜 






2                                                          (4.30) 
 
4.5.2   The AC link reactor 








 𝜔  is the source voltage angular frequency 
 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum current to be provided by the SAPF 
∆𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the difference between the source voltage and the fundamental inverter voltage. 
4.6   Simulation results 
This section presents the simulation results of the SAPF to suppress the harmonics 
generated by non-linear loads. The simulation of the SAPF is carried out using 
MATLAB/SIMULINK software. Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.9 show the detailed module 
which consists of 3-phase source supply, Non-linear load and SAPF. 
 




Figure 4.8  Subsystem of Non-Linear Load 
 
 




Figure 4.10  Calculation of Reference Current 
 
 





The system parameters used for the simulation are presented in Table 4.1[84]. 
Table 4.1  Parameter of the System used 
Supply voltage 𝑉𝑠 480 
Supply frequency 𝑓𝑠 60 
DC Link Capacitance and Voltage (𝐶𝐷 , 𝑉𝑑𝑐) 1500µf , 750 VDC 
Load Impedance 𝐿𝑎𝑐  1.5mH 
Filter Inductance 2.5mH 
p - q Controller (𝐾1,𝐾2) 0.1 , 1 
𝐶𝑑𝑐 1500 µf 
Load rating  20 KW 
 
4.6.1   Case I: Static Three Phase Diode Rectifier R Load without SAPF. 
In this case, a static R load is connected on the DC side of the rectifier. The rectifier 
injects the harmonics in the system. The simulation results present a detailed analysis of 
the system including three phase source voltage, three phase source current, load current, 
dc link voltage and THDs of source and load current. 
 
Figure 4.12  Source Voltage Waveform of the System in Case of Without SAPF 




























Figure 4.13  Source Current Waveform of the System in Case of Without SAPF 
 
 
Figure 4.14  Load Voltage Waveform of the System in Case of Without SAPF 

















































Figure 4.15  Load Current Waveform of the System in Case of Without SAPF 
 
Figure 4.16  THD and Spectrum Analysis for Source Voltage in Case of Without APF 




















































Figure 4.17  THD and Spectrum Analysis for Source Current in Case of Without SAPF 
 
Figure 4.18  THD and Spectrum Analysis for Load Voltage in Case of Without SAPF 
 
Figure 4.19  THD and Spectrum Analysis for Load Current in Case of Without SAPF 



















































































4.6.2   Case II: Static Three Phase Diode Rectifier R Load with SAPF. 
The simulation results present a detailed analysis of the system including three phase 
source voltage, three phase source current, load and active filter current, DC link voltage 
and THDs of source and load current. 
Figure 4.20 to Figure 4.30 present the system response for instantaneous power 𝑝 − 𝑞 
controller for 0.2 sec window. The SAPF starts its operation at 0.04 sec and injects the 
nonlinear current required by the load. 
 
Figure 4.20  Source Voltage Waveform of the System in Case of With SAPF 






























Figure 4.21  Source Current Waveform of the System in Case of With SAPF 
 
Figure 4.22  Load Voltage Waveform of the System in Case of With SAPF 














































Figure 4.23  Load Current Waveform of the System in Case of With SAPF 
 
Figure 4.24  Active Power Filter Current Waveform of the System in Case of With SAPF 
















































Figure 4.25  DC Voltage Waveform of the System 
 
Figure 4.26 Reference Current Waveform of The System in Case of With SAPF 

















































Figure 4.27  THD and Spectrum Analysis of Source Voltage in Case of With SAPF 
 
Figure 4.28  THD and Spectrum Analysis of Source Current in Case of With SAPF 
 
Figure 4.29  THD and Spectrum Analysis of Load Voltage in Case of With SAPF 

















































































Figure 4.30  THD and Spectrum Analysis of Load Current In Case of With SAPF 
 
Table 4.2 shows a comparison between the two cases for THD analysis of source current. 
It is clearly seen that the THD of source current after adding SAPF is less than before 
SAPF. 
Table 4.2  Comparison between THD of System Parameters With SAPF and Without SAPF 
 Without SAPF With SAPF 
THD for  Source current   24.57 3.87 
 
  





























5. CHAPTER 5 
LABORATORY IMPLEMENTATION,  
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
In this chapter, Power Distribution System (PDS) system will be experimentally set up 
and established in the laboratory in order to estimate the real performance. The developed 
experimental PDS has been established by connecting several components and devices to 
each other. The main devices used are; distribution panel loads, DC drive, DC motor, 
mechanical load and active filter, in addition to set of measurement devices will be listed 
in the following sections. This chapter illustrates the experimental setup preparation in 
details, THD measurement procedure, and the use of active filter for reducing the 
harmonics in addition to analyzing the obtained results. 
5.1   Components and Devices 
This section briefly introduces and describes the components that have been employed in 
setting up the PDS in order to measure the THD under different conditions and cases. 
5.1.1  DC Drive 
This drive characterizes with process interface and common user with field-bus. It is also 
supported by familiar software tools used for sizing, maintenance, and commissioning, in 
addition to familiar spare parts. This type of drive module is DCS800. It can be used for 
different applications in the industrial field. All demanding requirements of various 
applications are met by this drive, such as: rolling mill, mine hoist, testing, in addition to 
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the applications of non-motoric types, such as; electrolysis, battery charger, magnetic, 
etcetera. Application software maybe also included within DCS800. Table 5.1 
summarizes the characteristics of the DC drive used during the laboratory experiments 
[85].  
Table 5.0.1  Characteristics of DC Drive 
ABB Drive(DCS 800) 
Uf 3-400 V Uz 415 V 
If 20       A Iz 25   A 
Ff 50/60 Hz Ip 6     A 
 
5.1.2  DC Motors  
Table 5.2 illustrates the characteristics of the DC motor used throughout the experimental 
set up. 
Table 5.0.2  Characterstics of DC motor 
DC motor 
220/135 V 4.8/5.6/5.4 
0.75 kW 2040/1700 U/min 
Uerr=200 V Ierr=0.24 A 
 
5.1.3  Active Filters  
Power quality is associated with distortion, frequency and amplitude in the supply 
system. The frequency and amplitude of the supply can be controlled and managed by the 
utility, while the waveform distortion is usually caused by the loads or the user. A 
sinusoidal current is usually drawn by the linear loads and it follows the supplied voltage 
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wave-shape. On the other hand, the drawn current by non-linear loads does not follow the 
supplied voltage wave-shape; this will in turn distort the signal. 
Via Power Quality Filters (PQF), the network can be cleaned effectively from the 
harmonics, in addition to providing load balancing and smooth compensation for the 
reactive power. PQFS are appropriate to be connected to electrical networks without and 
with neutral. Its compact design makes it suitable for installation in almost any location, 
especially when space is limited. The modularity of PQFS consists of a single master in 
addition to up to three units of slave type. The specification of the used ABB filter is 
summarized in Table 5.3 [86]. 
Table 5.0.3  Characteristics of Active Filter 
LV Active Filter (PQFS) 
Ue 208-415 V Ui 415 V 
/n 30       A Prot. Degree IP30 





5.1.4  PQF Link Software and Oscilloscope 
This software provides direct control, monitoring and programming capability from a PC 
via an RS-232 serial port. All PQF-link features can be directly accessed via clicking on 
the shortcut menu icons. Different features are obtainable depending on the user's login 
level. "Mixed domain oscilloscope MDO4000B series (Tektronix)" is another 
measurement tool used during the evaluation [87]. 
5.2   Experimental Setup 
All previously mentioned devices and tools were used to construct the experimental setup 
so that the results of the THD could be recorded and compared to the simulation results. 
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 illustrates the experimental set up after connecting these 































Figure 5.2  Experimental Equipment used 
5.3  Experimental Results 
Several cases are considered in order to estimate the performance of the PDS in terms of 
the THD.  
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5.3.1  Original Voltage from Utility without AF  
The evaluation of the THD will be performed considering only one bus connected to the 
PDS. The estimation will be done with and without connecting the active filter. Figure 
5.3 illustrates the original voltage obtained from utility before connecting the AF with the 
PDS.  
 
Figure 5.3  Original Voltage Obtained Form Utility before Connecting AF 
 
The spectrum was measured under these conditions and the obtained results are as shown 




Figure 5.4  Harmonic Spectrums Before Connecting the AF. 
 
According to Fig. 5.4, the obtained value for the THD is 1.79%. Practically, the THD 
value fluctuates from 1.68% to 1.85%. Since the THD is less than the standard IEEE 
limits, then it can be assumed that the performance of the PDS will be acceptable. 
5.3.2  Original Voltage from Utility with AF 
 
The second case that was considered during the evaluation was to measure the THD 
when the AF is connected to the PDS, but before being turned on. This has been done to 
verify the effect of the active filter itself. The filter absorbs around 6 ampere, which will 
affect the study because the load is small, and cannot exceed 4.8 ampere.  The obtained 





Figure 5.5  Original Voltage Obtained from Utility after Connecting AF 
 
According to Fig.5.5, more distortion occurred with the original voltage signal. The 
spectrum values were measured under these conditions and the obtained results was as 
shown in Figure 5.6.  
 
Figure 5.6  Harmonic Spectrum Values After Connecting AF. 
According to Figure 5.6, connecting the AF increases the THD from 1.79% to 2.34%; 
this means that the AF circuit increases the THD in the system despite not being turned 
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on yet. Around 0.55 % increase with THD is the contribution of the AF in the System 
THD. 
5.3.3  Effect of Electrical Loading on THD  
In this case, the THD is measured with and without AF while varying the load. The goal 
in this case is to evaluate the behavior of the THD while increasing the load. For all given 
cases, the source voltage, filter current, source current and load current are estimated.  
The first load value was selected to be equal to 1.5A. The obtained THD value without 
AF is as shown in Figure 5.7.  
 
Figure 5.7   Result of 1.5A Load without AF 
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According to Figure 5.7, 1.5A load results in 2.2507 % THD for the source voltage, 
34.07 % for the source current and 60.28 % for the load current. It is clear that the filter 
current is equal to zero since it is still switched off. After turning on the filter, the 
obtained results for this load value are as shown in Figure 5.8.  
 
Figure 5.8   Results of 1.5A Load With AF. 
Clearly, the THD value decreases to 1.5707 % compared to 2.25 % without using the AF. 
This means that the AF is effective enough in reducing the THD occurring within the 
system. The second load value that has been selected throughout the evaluation in this 
stage is 2.5A. The load was then increased to 3.5A and the THD was also measured. 
Table 5.4 summarizes the results for different loads with and without AF. 
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Table 5.0.4  THD Results While Varying the Load With and Without AF 
Load (A) 1.5 A 2.5 A 3.5 A 
Without Filter THD % 
Vs 2.25 2.35 2.24 
Is 34.08 44.77 57.19 
IL 60.28 42.32 35 
With Filter THD % 
Vs 1.57 1.67 1.62 
Is 14.58 18.55 21.95 
IL 61.13 41.51 35.08 
 
According to Table 5.4, increasing the load will results in more THD in the power 
distribution system. Furthermore, employing the AF was effective in reducing the THD 
within voltage and current signals. The results illustrate how increasing the load results in 
more THD value on the source side and decrease at load side. This reduction in the THD 
on the load side can be considered as harmonic cancelation for this load module 
(uncontrolled rectifier). Furthermore, both the simulation and experimental results 
confirmed the effectiveness of the AF in reducing the harmonics. 
5.3.4  Effect of Varying the Firing Angle  
In this stage, the Thyristor firing angle will be varied between75° and 90°, and the THD 
values will be measured and recorded. The selected range of the firing angle was small 
due to the limitation of the DC drive. Table 5.5 summarizes the obtained THD values for 





Table 5.0.5  THD While Varying the Thyristor Firing Angle 
THD % 
Firing angle in 
electrical degree 
Current source (Is) Voltage Source  
(Vs) 
75 ͦ 34.08 2.25 
78 ͦ 38 2.4 
80  ͦ 37.3 2.35 
82  ͦ 38.37 2.34 
86  ͦ 35.94 2.28 
 90  ͦ 35.48 2.25 
 
As shown in Table 5.5, there was only small fluctuation within the obtained THD values 
while varying the firing angle. This means that the limitation of the available range, and 
because of using only one very small load compared to the system, it was difficult to 


























6. CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
6.1   Conclusion 
Much significance has been recently given to PDS since it is now applied and adopted in 
most practical fields for different applications. Ensuring the best achievable performance 
in these systems is considered an essential concern that has been given a great deal of 
importance by the researchers and designers throughout the last years. All research 
performed has the aim of improving the performance of PDS so that the users are 
satisfied with the provided level of service in terms of different criteria. A common and 
known phenomenon usually occurred within these systems; the harmonic distortion, 
which in turns results in bad effects in the overall system performance. Furthermore, 
these harmonics also cause faults, reduction in the system service life, increase in the 
system loss, reduction in the power factor and effectiveness of the electric consumption 
use and increase in the economic loss.   
In this thesis, a comprehensive literature review was established. Also, it aimed to 
estimate and investigate the effect of electrical loading on the THD in PDS for different 
load types. A PDS module was implemented and simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK 
program. An active filter module was also applied in order to reduce the THD in the PDS 
for one type of load. Different harmonic cancelation cases for the loads, and the sequence 
of loads running were considered during the investigation. The real performance of PDS 
was also implemented and discussed via performing the laboratory experiments. The 
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analysis confirmed the compatibility of simulation and experimental results and 
illustrated the effect of electrical loading conditions on the THD for the PDS. The results 
also confirmed the effectiveness of the active filter in reducing the THD to be within the 
acceptable range according to IEEE standards. 
The main conclusion of this thesis can be stated as: 
- Investigate the harmonic effects for different types of loads in cases of loading 
and the sequence of loading.  
- THD values during the loading depend on the load itself. Some types of loads 
increased the value of THD when inserting more load of similar types (ARC), and 
the other is the opposite (controlled and uncontrolled rectifier) can be consider as 
harmonic cancelation.  
- The sequence of running the loads on the system will not affect the final value of 
THD when all the loads are running. 
- The THD is affected by firing angle of the Thyristor rectifier, which reaches its 
maximum when the firing angle is 60 ͦ. From this it is suggested to run the 
controlled rectifier between approximately 0 ͦ – 50 ͦ. 
- A good agreement has been observed between the experimental results and the 
simulation results for measurement of loading impact and mitigation of 
harmonics.  
 
6.2   Future Work 
As a future work, The cost which saved or lost by changing the level of harmonic during 
the loading need to be investigated. Also, apply other compensation methods on same 
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system to evaluate their effectiveness in reducing the THD distortion. Moreover, filter 
capacity can be investigated after harmonic increased or decreased during the loading. 
For the laboratory work, needs to avoid some limitations in the power quality laboratory, 
for example: 
- Number of DC drives to be able to connect many loads and the study contributes 
better results 
- The size of DC load, since the motor used rated is 4.8A which is less than current 
absorbed by the filter. 
- Offering a filter which can work with programmable AC source (Chroma 61511) 
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The data of used system as shown in MATLAB R2010a demo: 
Source voltage: 
25 KV, 100 MVA, 60Hz 
Feeder 1: 
21 Km, 60 Hz, 0.1153 Ω/Km, 1.048e-3 H/Km, 11.33e-9F/Km. 
Feeder 2: 
2 Km, 0.2306 Ω/Km, 2.096e-3 H/Km. 
Step down transformer: 
Nominal Power=6 MVA 
Primary line voltage= 25 KV 
Primary resistance= 0.00083334 PU 
Primary inductance= 0.05 PU  
Secondary line voltage= 600V 
Secondary resistance= 0.00083333 PU 
Secondary inductance= 0 PU 
Magnetizing resistance= 500 PU 






Data of four Modules of load 
Arc Load:  
 
Figure B.1 Arc Load MATLAB Module 
 
1- Number of Arc for (25% Full load)=6 unit 
2- Number of Arc for (50% Full load) =12 unit 
Data of 1 unit: 








Controlled Rectifier Load: 
 
Figure B.2 Controlled Rectifier MATLAB Module 
 
1- Number of rectifier for (25% Full load)=3 unit 
2- Number of rectifier for (50% Full load) =6 unit 
Data of 1 unit: 
250 HP, 500 V,Speed=1750 rpm, Field voltage=300 V, Ra=0.06727 Ω, 
La=0.001882 H, Lf=3.166 H, Rf=0.2641Ω 
Inertia= 1.019 Kg.m^2, Viscous friction coefficient =0.02516, rating 









Diode rectifier load: 
 
Figure B.3 Diode Rectifier Load MATLAB Module 
 
1- Number of Diode rectifier unit for (25% Full load)=27 unit 
2- Number of Arc for (50% Full load) =54 unit 
Data of 1 unit: 













200 HP=149 Kw, Rs= 0.02475 Ω, Ls= 0.000284 H, Rr= 0.0133 Ω,      
Lr= 0.000284 H, Lm= 0.01425 H, J= 2.6 Kg.m^2, N=1785 rpm, F= 60 
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